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Trail MonitorsTrail Monitors

● Accurate internal clock ●  Fully controls camera activations
●  Operates 12 months on C-cell batteries

●  Compact and easy to set up  ●  Weather-proof (temp. range: -40° F to +130°F)

The TRAILMASTER Intervalometer has an accurate internal clock/
timer which is used to control camera activations. Photographs can
be taken automatically at specified time intervals during pre-selected
times of the day. It is not an infrared monitor; it is a time-lapse control
for camera operation.

The TM Intervalometer is the perfect tool to photographically moni-
tor an area for changes that occur.  You may photograph 24 hours a
day, at selectable time intervals, from six seconds to 98 minutes.  Or you
may choose to photograph during one or two selected time zones
during a 24-hour period with the same selectable time intervals as
when photographing 24 hours a day.

The TM Intervalometer also has an adjustable 'maximum number of
photos' limit. It is variable in increments of 10, from 20 to 250. There is also
a 'no limit' feature. The film length you choose to use will help you
decide what 'photo limit' to set. Some cameras have a film back
accessory which will allow you to use larger rolls of film.

Additionally, the TM Intervalometer will let you control the length of
time the electronic shutter release will be activated. This time is
adjustable from 0.5 to 10 seconds and controls the number of photo-
graphs taken at each interval when your camera is in a “continuous
mode”. If your camera only has a single frame mode, this setting will
have no effect.

The TRAILMASTER Intervalometer is equipped with a camera con-
nector which lets you use it with the TM35-1 Camera Kit. As with other
TRAILMASTER products, special cables can be adapted to work  with
some other cameras. Special cable availability and pricing will be
provided upon request.
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Time-lapse Camera Controller

Includes:
TM Intervalometer
Nylon mounting strap

TM IntervalometerTM Intervalometer™

ON/OFF

INTERVALOMETER

INTERVALOMETER
7.5"L x 3.5"W x 2.1"D
Weight: 1 lb.
Power: 4 c-cell batteries(ALKALINE)
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OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

TM Intervalometer - TM 35-1 Camera Kit
TM Multi-Camera Trigger II


